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The Satellite’s Garden and the
Vertigorium
Berlin 1990

time fields of relativity. Somewhere there, the postmodern self now
struggles to make a place for itself–somewhere between the natural
and the denatured, the real and the virtual, between the social
horror of history and an ecologically imperiled future.
This first project, the Vertigorium, named as such by combining
Roman vomitoria with the modern desire for flight, literally falls
into landscape architecture’s history of orientation. It does so in
the quintessential twentieth-century city, Berlin. It begins by flying
across that city, then attempts a landing. On the ground and in the
labyrinth of the city it seeks to pick a significant line and secure a
center. There it marks a place and builds a grotto.

Landscape architecture is, among other things, an art of orientation.
Pagan inscriptions on the earth’s surface oriented the clan to the
creation of the world. The orthogonal axes of archaic urban form
mirrored the cosmos, alignments that gardens, inside the city walls
and free from the demands of food production, repeated amidst signs
of abundance. The garden’s manifold delights and deities came to
signify a Golden Age, one lost and one desired, and it is this fraught
longing that then motivates the narrative structures of monotheism
which reduced the garden to the setting for the fall and something to
die for.
The same orthogonal diagram that structured cities, located the axis
mundi (world axis) in the heart of medieval fortifications and monasteries, rendered that which was once pagan, Christian or Islamic. A
central font marked the waters of ablution, the Edenic source of the
World Rivers, and aligned the soul to Purgatory. As the mind’s eye
of the Renaissance opened, the mechanics of vision sliced through
the walls of the hortus conclusus reaching in vain for baroque infinitude. Modernity, substituting Man for God, ruled up the empirical
world into an endless graticule.
The existential geometry of the twentieth century sees the enlightened grid buckle, warp, and fractalize through the protean space-
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Not so much a designed object as a map, the Vertigorium draws a
connection between the two main topographic features of an otherwise flat city: the Hill of the Devil (Teufelsberg) and the Hill of the
Cross (Kreuzberg). The former is created from Berlin’s war-torn
fabric, a place where people now like to fly kites, a place crowned
by an American satellite surveillance center. The latter is a natural
landform featuring a large monument to Prussian military campaigns by Karl-Friedrich Schinkel, a landscaped waterfall and a large
wooden cross.
The metaphoric fall that we make into this dialectical situation
between the two hills is recorded in a series of nine simple images
beginning with the heights of a satellite photo of the city. Via successive enlargements of this original image, a fall is figured, but, as
opposed to just landing on the surface of the city, we enter the pixels
of the image. By continuing to enlarge the pixels the image darkens
until we reach blackness–void, Nietzsche’s godhead.
In reality, it is proposed that these images are engraved and
imprinted on metal plates set in monumental stone tablets placed
evenly across the city, with the first and the ninth placed on the
Kreuzberg and the Teufelsberg, respectively.
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At the exact center of the axis linking the Kreuzberg and the Teufelsberg on the Fehrbelliner Platz is a small park. It is in this park that a
grotto entitled the Satellite’s Garden is dug in. As suggested by the
sketches, the grotto is either a dark glass and steel conical form that
straddles its negative imprint cut below grade or a glass tunnel set
over an amphitheater. Set into the glass in both cases is a repeated
version of the images recording the fall in the Vertigorium, a rose
window of the fall. The volume encased by the Satellite’s Garden
could become a small performance space, but emptiness is its keeper.
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No-Man’s-Land
Berlin 1990-1994

Defined by two concrete walls (which became known in the singular
as the Berlin Wall) No-Man’s-Land was, and in part still is, a zone
160 kilometers (102.5 miles) long and on average 50-100 meters
wide. The space of No-Man’s-Land is a jagged rift formed in haste
when Berlin bifurcated under the pressure of cold war stalemate.
No-Man’s-Land was the missing piece between Paradise (the West)
and Utopia (the East), the larger and older dialectic into which the
cold war fits. Now, after almost half a century of cold war machinations, no longer the symbolic edge of two worlds worth fighting for,
No-Man’s-Land is just scar tissue across a postmodern, postdialectical metropolis. No-Man’s-Land exudes a raw poetry of Germany’s
wounds, resounding with an emptiness and sublime dereliction that
every city stands against. The peculiar beauty of No-Man’s-Land
is the mnemonic resonance and semiotic density of its emptiness, a
modern space par excellence. Its great irony is that No-Man’s-Land
is now everyone’s land, but not for long. Capital as well as nature
hates a void.
For West Berlin, caged inside East Germany, the Wall became the
longest mural in the world, a neat edge to a subsidized and hedonistic lifestyle officially condoned as the front line of liberty. Easterners had the Wall explained to them as an antifascist and anticapital
barrier, a protective device for their own good. They were told that
should they attempt to dash across and taste of the “free” world, they
would be shot in the legs, depending on a guard’s virtuosity with an
old Russian rifle.
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In the center of Berlin adjacent to Peter Lenne’s Teirgarten, NoMan’s-Land was a thin, weedy crust through which one could just
make out the trace of the city’s great prewar plazas, the Leipziger
Platz and the Potsdamer Platz, the latter often noted as Europe’s
most vibrant prewar urban center. In a heavy rain, fragments of the
bricks and tiles of Berlin’s old heart are revealed. To scratch the surface somewhat deeper is to reach Hitler’s bunkers, which burrow to
the Reichstag and beyond.
The strategic cold war geomancy of No-Man’s-Land is now meaningless. But if an old orientation is gone, then this begs the question,
where are we now? This is a question landscape architecture is
historically adept at negotiating, even if now we are more concerned
with notions of disorientation than orthogonal simplicities and
superstitions. It is also a poetic question, and the opening of NoMan’s-Land was a victory of poetics, not just Reaganomics. Along
with most idealists, one could be excused for imagining that such a
site holds the potential of that which is not yet written. One could
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be excused for being disappointed with predictable urban developments which threaten to fill up the void of No-Man’s-Land as the
West convinces itself of its natural rights to the end of history.
No-Man’s–Land is not just another piece of real estate, but, in
similarly prosaic terms, it is a massive open space system, a greenbelt, the potential of which is long gone in most large cities. The
apprehension of No-Man’s-Land as a continuous ribbon of public
open space could become as important to the future of Berlin as
Olmsted’s Central Park became for New York. With this potential
in mind, we propose that this 102.5-mile ribbon of land should be
secured from development as an open public site.
In contemplating a designed future for No-Man’s-Land, one has a
desire to preserve much of the site’s existing rugged authenticity,
but this can easily become melancholic or a touristic fetishization of
aberration. Alternatively, simply to develop the land or smear it with
the predictable veneer of tasteful landscaping or typical parkland
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is effectively to erase it. To preserve that which is not designed, by
design, is of course a primary aesthetic conundrum of sites such as
this, sites the Spanish theorist Ignasi de sola Morales theorizes as
“terrain vagues.”
An answer to No-Man’s-Land seems to be first to secure its entire
terrain as open space and encourage a thickening of its defining
edges. Then, without a master plan, simply encourage a pluralism
of projects intermittently along its entire length. Since the whole
world was caught up in its creation, No-Man’s-Land should now be
deemed a world heritage site, but as opposed to heritage that freezes
things in time, No-Man’s-Land should accommodate diversity and
pluralism. Just as is done for national parks, No-Man’s-Land should
be designated as an urban wilderness and valued for its ecology of
information. The only caveat over the whole thread of land is that it
remains open public space.
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In between intermittent nodes of intense design and experimentation, the anti-aesthetic of No-Man’s-Land’s existing crust should
simply prevail, devoid of maintenance or other sanitary ameliorations. As has been amply demonstrated by the ways in which individuals and community groups have used the land since its opening,
No-Man’s-Land should be reserved as a rugged base for the ephemeral, the impromptu, and the self-organized. Architectural development should be encouraged only at No-Man’s-Land’s edges as if to
demarcate and dramatize its openness.
There are two projects in this volume that conceive themselves
as nodes of design experimentation along the larger ribbon of NoMan’s-Land; the Bestiary and the Herbal and the Park on Potsdamer
Platz. The former is explained briefly on page 116 in Chapter 4. The
latter is explained below.
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The Potsdamer Platz
Berlin 1991-1992

Of all the fascinating sites along the length of No-Man’s-Land, the
Potsdamer Platz is the most hallowed. Here, amidst mounting conservative pressures to rebuild Berlin’s nineteenth-century city center,
we believed that an urban park would be a preferable typology.
However, given that the urban design and redevelopment of the area
was imminent, we agreed, upon invitation, to support and contribute landscape designs to Daniel Libeskind’s submission to the 1991
urban design competition.
Libeskind’s scheme is a labyrinthine and provocative rumination
upon a new urbanity. Unlike almost every other plan submitted to
the competition, which timidly elected to end the twentieth century
by clinging to the palimpsest of the past, Libeskind’s proposition has
little use for simplistic tracings of nineteenth-century grids. Rather,
he casts and interweaves nine main lines of force, one for each muse
and each deriving from his own radically subjective reading of the
city’s identities, events, and images. Significantly, a general and
objective history is replaced with the author’s own poetic selections,
which in turn transmogrifies into urban form. Paradoxically, in this
sense an entirely new urbanity arises from intimate interconnection
with the past. Hermeneutics replaces ideology at its ground zero, as
the architect asks that we remember exactly where we are by forgetting its old form.

what is street and what is building, what is figure and ground. As a
representation the plan hovers between the real and the impossible,
between a catalytic mindscape and a cityscape. Overloaded with
information and brought about by relative indeterminancy, the drawing asks that we consider building a new, more complex city, one
that might require new developmental processes. The architecture
for this new city is in fact not a plan, but rather a map. The map
figures a labyrinth which offers a way out of the twentieth century,
beckoning us into a city that is foreign to everyone and hence a place
anyone might make home.
In support of Libeskind’s city we proposed, first, a vast forest of
linden trees planted on a template of glass shards which we used as
a base plan. Second, we proposed a path out of the labyrinth, from
the Potsdamer Platz to Paris in the West and Moscow in the east (see
the Trans-European Songline, p. 36). Third, we attempted to earth
Libeskind’s labyrinth literally in new ground.
That is, the main landscape design proposal is not a design so much
as an international event. It is proposed that earth samples be collected from the world’s political borders and delivered to the Potsdamer Platz. The existing barren ground of the Potsdamer Platz is
to be excavated and permanently stockpiled as an earthwork on site
and replaced by the new earth from the world’s nations. Within this
extraterritorial zone, some of the existing bunkers under the Potsdamer Platz are excavated and left exposed.1 With these landscape
contributions to add to its impossibility, Libeskind’s scheme was
unsuccessful so let us, for argument’s sake, return to our stated preference for a park.
1

The muse lines of Libeskind’s master plan reach out in all directions
and transgress any boundary they encounter. They could constitute
large linear buildings, partially underground, on ground, and hovering above ground. These enormous beams stir up a maelstrom in
which fragments of other cities, people’s signatures writ large, and
the cubes of the periodic table all jostle for a place. The plan is intentionally ambiguous as to what is open space and what is built space,
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As it turned out, it seems Libeskind’s drawings suggested that the new earth from the
world’s political boundaries would be kept inside an enormous winglike blade which he
proposed to hover over the redevelopment of the Potsdamer Platz. See Daniel Libeskind,
The Space of Encounter (New York: Universe, 2000), pp. 142-144. Discussing this project,
Alan Balfour noted that this would have been the “ultimate symbolic landscape,” although,
through no fault of his own he has not referenced the design to Room 4.1.3 and Müller
Knippschild Wehberg. See Alan Balfour, “Octogon,” in James Corner, ed., Recovering Landscape: Essays in Contemporary Landscape Architecture (New York: Princeton Architectural Press,
1999), p. 96.
The proposition to remove and replace earth is reused in two other projects, first for the
1996 design competition for the new government quarter of Berlin (Spreebogen), and
second for Reconciliation Place in Canberra, Australia.
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Master Plan for the redevelopment of the Potsdamer Platz by Studio Daniel Libeskind,
1991. Courtesy Studio Daniel Libeskind.

Landscape plan for the Potsdamer Platz. Original competition drawing by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in MKW submitted in association with the master plan (above) by Studio Daniel Libeskind for the redevelopment of the Potsdamer Platz. Courtesy MKW.
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The Park
Berlin 1991–1992

Earthwork

In spite of its spectacularly banal redevelopment, we believed that
the vicinity of the Potsdamer Platz would be best designated and
designed as an urban park, a contemporary public space abutting
Peter Josef Lenne’s nineteenth-century Teirgarten. Regardless of
the corporate resurrection of the Potsdamer Platz as a nineteenthcentury ghost town, and the impossibility of a landscape of ideas
ever arising there again, the following material remains of academic
interest as our answer to the implicit question: What, then, is an
urban park at the close of the twentieth century?
The Park on Potsdamer Platz comprises the following layers:
1. The Earth Work
2. The Day Theatre
3. The Night Theatre
4. The Machine Elysium
5. The Living Machines
The five layers of infrastructure are organized upon two templates:
the former plans of the site and a network diagram derived from
interconnecting the main cities in Europe’s post–cold war geography,
a landscape stretching from London to the Urals.

Day Theatre

Night Theatre

Machine Elysium

Living Machines
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The Earth Work (Heidegger’s
Garden)
Layer One
Centered on the former Potsdamer Platz,
abutting Lenne’s Tiergarten and spreading
north toward Pariser Platz, the first layer
of the park involves a ritualistic preparation of the ground, as originally proposed
in association with Libeskind’s urban
design (see page 20).
The existing earth of the site is excavated
so as to partially reveal the World War
II bunkers underneath. In the main,
however, the excavation is replaced by
donations of new earth delivered from
all nations willing to participate. Ideally,
participating nations take several tons
of earth from the boundaries they share
with other nations and ship it to Germany.
The new earth donations are ceremoniously placed in situ and mixed with other
earth samples. The old earth is simply
stockpiled and left on site.
This proposal is not so much a landscape
design as a rite of passage for the resurrection of the twentieth-century’s ground
zero. It amounts to an implosion of
Berlin’s history of global territorial influence and complicates any singular notions
of blud, boden, und gemeinschaft (blood,
ground, and community) which bedevil
German reunification. The ritual replacement of the earth also recalls Etruscan
rites of city founding whereby, as Joseph
Rykwert explains, earth from a mother
city was mixed into the ground of the new
city site.2
This fundamental initiation of a new site
prepares the ground for the following
layers of infrastructure.
2
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Joseph Rykwert, The Idea of a Town: The Anthropology of Urban Form in Rome, Italy, and the Ancient
World (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1988).
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The Day Theatre
The Picturesque
Layer Two
The Berlin Wall, which from 1961 to
1989 forbade this space, has dematerialized. Now societies are more subtly segregated and manipulated by the postmodern
currency of images. The proposal here is
that thirty-six screens, each the size of
large billboards, are set on tracks so as to
move constantly and randomly across the
space of the park. There is one screen for
each of the thirty-six main cities within
the larger European cold war “theater.”
A diagram of a network that interconnects
all of the thirty-six main European cities
to each other is transposed onto the site
as a template with which to locate the
tracks along which the screens move. As
well as local projections of any sort, each
screen has the potential for receiving
and projecting imagery to and from the
distant European city with which it is
associated. The screens could be virtually coordinated in themed events of
varying sophistication in the manner of
an open-air gallery. The screens mainly
utilize conventional data projectors for
virtual imagery, but could also in part use
LED and LCD images as well as orthodox
advertising, posters, graffiti and art.
The Day Theatre is a cubist field of
moving images as if the cinematic strip of
Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de la Villette has
been unedited, fragmented into thirty-six
frames, and set off on a network of different trajectories.
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The Night Theatre
The Sublime
Layer Three
Across the ground surface of the park, the
nineteenth-century urban plan of this
area of Berlin is registered in areas of
dark paving. The paving demarcates the
shadows of the former buildings, not their
footprints.
The paved shadows could trace the course
of the sun through a day over the former
city so that the paving patterns stretch
across the ground plane of the park.
Alternatively a particular moment in time
can be selected to project the shadows.
Lines of lighting then pick up the edges
of the former buildings and cast sheet
lighting across the shadow paving at night.
People can then stand between the edge
of the old city and the present so that
their own shadows dance across the park,
reaching across space and time. Fireplaces
animate further shadows and entice
aspects of Berlin’s bacchanalia outside.
This night theater is Plato’s cave, a
landscape of the negative, dramatically
acknowledging the palimpsest of the past.
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The Machine Elysium
The Industrial
Layer Four
The Machine Elysium is a collection of
spent military, industrial, and agricultural machines, equipment that commonly
litters eastern European landscapes.
Unlike objects in a museum, tanks, tractors, and turbines are scattered across
the area of the proposed park and left to
corrode–a monument to the bloodbaths
of war, the engine rooms of utopia, and
the mechanistic hell of the industrial
revolution from which they arose. This
godless Elysium harkens to landscapes
beyond the park and the city, European
landscapes that, as the painter Anselm
Kiefer remarked, cannot be painted as
such, because tanks have passed through
them.
This field of dead machines is a carbon
counterpart to the final layer of infrastructure of the park, the Village of
Living Machines, which operates on
silicon.
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The Living Machines
The Postindustrial
Layer Five
The Living Machines are habitable, working copies of Le Corbusier’s Dom-Ino
house, the quintessential modernist cell
he designed in 1915. There are thirtysix dominos, one for each of the main
European cities. Each Domino is sited
accurately on a map of Europe scaled to
the site, the same template used to lay out
the Day Theatre. The network interconnecting all of Europe’s cities across the
old cold war frontier is boldly emblazoned
over the ground surface of the park as a
series of paths. Every Domino is thus connected to every other.
Each European city is responsible for
sending a delegate or small teams of representatives to live and work in the Dominos in the park. One of the initial and
ongoing tasks for these park inhabitants
is to de-form and remake the Dominos
in any manner seen fit. In this sense the
provision of the bare Domino structure
offers the park an initial architectural
program. Not unlike artists in residence,
the representatives living in the Dominos
are also responsible for intervening in the
outdoor landscape of the park, potentially
generating public interaction on a range of
self-determined projects, so that within
its basic structure the park accrues complexity and detail over time. Indeed, projects would be encouraged to spread out
along the whole length of No-Man’s-Land
to which the park is central.
The Village of Living Machines is not a
field of follies or an art park, not a trade
show or an expo, not a diplomatic quarter
or a think tank. Rather it is potentially
something in between all these things.
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Postindustrial Park
Gelsenkirchen, Ruhrgebiet 1992

The main infrastructural components of the park on Potsdamer Platz
are here transposed to a postindustrial site for the competition to
design the 1997 Bundesgartenshau (German National Garden Show)
at Gelsenkirchen, in the Ruhrgebiet.
The Bundesgartenshau is a major event on the German design calendar and also a significant development opportunity for regions that
compete to host it. The horticultural and exhibition requirements
of the garden show were simply written into the Dominos and
the spaces between the paths of the network of an interconnected
Europe as used to set out the original park on Potsdamer Platz.
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Master plan for the Bundesgartenshau (National Garden Show), Gelsenkirchen, Germany. Original competition drawing by Richard Weller with
Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in MKW. Courtesy MKW.
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The Trans-European Songline
Berlin 1991

Having dominated the history of modernity, Paris, Berlin, and
Moscow lie on a notorious cultural axis. As a landmark for a reunified Europe it seems appropriate to link the metropolises by building
a humble path across the landscape.
The Trans-European Songline is a yellow path 2,489 kilometers long
lined by an avenue of 248,900 trees. The path, for pedestrians and
cyclists, follows insofar as possible, a straight line through the Potsdamer Platz in the heart of Berlin. One hundred and ttwenty-four
buildings formed from copies of Ludwig Hartwig’s Bauhaus chess
pieces punctuate the path to offer shelter to travelers. Like small
hostels, the shelters also include libraries facilitating the documentation of regional histories.
The Songline is a thread along which sharing of stories and places in
between the cities are the main modes of exchange.
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Das Berliner Zimmer (The Berlin Room)
Berlin 1995

Most nineteenth-century bourgeois residential buildings in Berlin
have a Berliner Zimmer. A Berlin Room is a type of drawing room
in an apartment where the family would come together and receive
visitors. Such a room housed memorabilia and functioned as a space
for reflective activities somewhat apart from domestic life, a place
for reading, writing, and the contemplation of winter’s depth.
The idea of such a room is extended to the design for a public space
in the midst of the redevelopment of the Potsdamer Platz, a triangular splinter of land with a hypotenuse of 75 meters. Fitting into the
triangular void, the proposed Berlin Room becomes a public water
garden enclosed by a massive wall. Apart from an internal, peripheral path, the entire surface area of the garden is dark water, within
which is a forest of birch trees planted in steel barrels flush with the

water’s surface. Parts of the inside surface of the garden’s perimeter
wall is lined with mirrors which, as one approaches the corners of
the room, multiply the birches into forests of infinity. In the water
are some floating postcard-size images and snippets of text related
to the lives and deaths of the Potsdamer Platz–frozen moments in an
island of water.
The cue for this small act comes directly from Wim Wenders’ film
Faraway, So Close, in which Cassiel, the fallen angel, reaches down
into the black water of the River Spree in East Berlin to see a floating newspaper page on which the death of Willy Brandt is announced.
Birches are used because they rampantly colonize postindustrial and
military wasteland throughout eastern Europe and also because, as
Herbert Bayer has illustrated, their trunks appear to have eyes.
This heavily walled garden turns away from Sony Corporation’s new
development across the road, a dazzling, white noise cathedral of the
new Berlin, replete with Peter Walker’s paving patterns. This garden
is unashamedly nostalgic, a reservoir of memory containing a loss of
innocence and a pathos peculiar to the old Berlin.

Plan of the Berlin Room. Original competition drawing by Richard Weller with Cornelia Müller and Jan Wehberg in MKW. Courtesy MKW.
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The Berlin Room: a walled water garden situated as a shard in the midst of the redevelopment of the Potsdamer Platz in Berlin. Courtesy MKW.

Inside the Berlin Room, historical images of Berlin ﬂoat on the water in between birch trees.

Montage expressing the interior quality of the Berlin Room. Original image: Herbert Bayer, I N SEARCH OF T IMES PAST, Denver Art Museum.
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Eyelands
Diomede Islands 1988

The two Diomede Islands in the Bering Sea, one Russian and the
other American, were politically separated during the cold war even
though they are within view of each other. The islands also lie on
different sides of the international dateline.
The proposal is to link the two islands by cutting a staircase into the
steep granite faces of each. The staircases lead to chambers. The
chambers contain large camera obscuras so that each island holds the
image of the other inside itself. Both staircases are set on the arc of
one logarithmic spiral invisibly bisecting the invisible date line.
In this way, the islands are literally given eyes, which would suggest
that the landmasses are the substance of memory. Not only can the
islands “see” each other, but also, via the invisible structure of the
logarithmic spiral they share in the curvature of their staircases, the
islands are interconnected on the same arc of a time and space other
than that set out by the Mercator grid.
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